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Ombudsman’s Determination
Applicant

Mr N

Scheme

G4S Pension Scheme (Group 4 Section) (the Scheme)

Respondents

G4S Trustees Limited (the Trustee)
JLT Benefits Solutions Limited (JLT)

Outcome
1.

Mr N’s complaint against JLT is partly upheld, but there is a part of the complaint I do
not agree with. To put matters right, for the part that is upheld, JLT should pay Mr N
£1,000 for the very significant distress and inconvenience caused.

2.

The complaint against the Trustee is not upheld.

3.

My reasons for reaching this decision are explained in more detail below.

Complaint summary
4.

Mr N has complained that the Trustee and JLT failed to undertake adequate due
diligence on the Capita Oak Pension Scheme (Capita Oak), before transferring his
pension. Had they done so, and alerted him to the risks, he says he would have
cancelled the transfer.

Background information, including submissions from the parties
5.

In November 2012, Mr N posted a question about financial matters on a website. He
was aged 47 and employed.

6.

On 28 November 2012, Mr N was contacted by a business named JP Sterling
Associates (JP Sterling), which claimed to be regulated. He was informed that he
would be able to transfer his pension without an Independent Financial Adviser (IFA)
through a legal loophole, avoiding the need to pay any commission. It would charge
£1,500 for this service.

7.

JP Sterling promoted Capita Oak to Mr N and said that his pension would be invested
in Storefirst. This would provide a minimum return of 8% a year. Mr N received
promotional literature on the Storefirst investment.

8.

On the basis of what JP Sterling had told him, Mr N agreed to transfer his pension.
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9.

On 3 December 2012, Mr N requested a transfer quotation.

10. On 18 December 2012, JLT, the Scheme administrator, issued a transfer pack. This
included the following statement:
“We would particularly like to recommend that you take caution if you have received
a website promotion, cold-call or advert encouraging you to transfer your benefits in
order to access a cash payment or loan. Legislation states that cash from pensions
cannot be accessed before you reach age 55, and any plans that claim to provide
you with a loan or cash sum from your pension before that date should be avoided.
Such plans may result in you paying substantial tax charges and receiving a lower
benefit in retirement.
It is recommended that you take financial advice before making a decision on
transferring.”
11. On 9 January 2013, Mr N signed the Transfer Request and Discharge document,
provided by JLT, instructing his benefits be transferred to Capita Oak.
12. On 30 January 2013, JLT received the completed Transfer Request and Discharge
document from Capita Oak. This included the completed Receiving Scheme
Warranty, Scheme details and confirmation of HMRC registration, including Capita
Oak’s Pension Scheme Tax Reference (PSTR).
13. On the same date, JLT checked the HMRC register to establish the current status of
the Capita Oak scheme, which showed that it was registered. A screen print of this
was taken and added to the file.
14. On 1 February 2013, Mr N called JLT and advised it that he had been trying to
contact Capita Oak but had been unable to get through to them. JLT confirmed that it
had received correspondence from Capita Oak on 30 January 2013 and that it would
be reviewed on 13 February 2013.
15. On 6 February 2013, JLT carried out its due diligence checks on Capita Oak. This
checklist is referred to as a Trustbusting form. The checks included establishing the
type of scheme Capita Oak was, and checking its scheme summary page from
Pension Schemes Online, a Government website, to confirm its status.
16. Part 3 is titled ‘Transfers to Occupational Pension Schemes’. This requires that the
employer be checked on Companies House and that a screen print be taken. This
point on the checklist was initialled, indicating that it was checked.
17. Part 4 goes on to state:
“If employer and /or Trustees not found on websites:
•

Contact HMRC and obtain written confirmation that the scheme is tax
approved, using 119 [emphasis in original] Ensure copy of Warranty Form is
enclosed. This check is in addition to obtaining the PSTR approval
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•

letter/screen print of scheme summary page which will have been obtained in
step 1 of this checklist.
Once written confirmation has been received from HMRC refer to Business
Risk [emphasis in original] for final decision.”

18. On 14 February 2013, The Pensions Regulator (TPR) issued an announcement (the
announcement) highlighting the risks to individuals and pension schemes of pension
liberation1. In making the announcement, it also issued a warning leaflet aimed at
members. JLT has confirmed that this document was added to its intranet page the
following day.

19. On 19 February 2013, JLT wrote to Capita Oak confirming that the transfer value
would be paid within the next three working days.
20. On 20 February 2013, JLT transferred the funds.
21. On 21 February 2013, Mr N called JLT saying he was unable to contact Capita Oak.
JLT referred him to the Capita Oak website for further information.
22. On the same day, JLT wrote to Mr N to confirm that the transfer value of £151,277.91
had been transferred to Capita Oak.
23. On 22 February 2013, Mr N called JLT raising “serious concerns” about Capita Oak,
stating that the correspondence appeared to have been “written by a child” and he
could not locate information about it on the internet. He subsequently emailed at
9.45am requesting the transfer be put on hold until further checks were undertaken
on Capita Oak. He stated: “I have very real concerns about CapitaOak [sic] as I have
not been able to trace them through any website or listing anywhere. I did a check for
them with the FSA and it came up blank. I was dealing with a company called JP
Sterling who appear to be a very reputable investment broker, however I don’t want to
transfer to a company that I have no knowledge of or can’t contact ever.”
24. JLT responded to the email at 10:43am by calling Mr N. It provided him with
alternative contact details for Capita Oak.
25. Mr N followed the call up with an email at 10:58am, stating he did not wish to proceed
with the transfer unless “you”, being JLT, “find something to change my mind
completely”.
26. At 12.15pm, JLT called Mr N to explain that the transfer had already been processed.
JLT informed Mr N that due diligence had been undertaken on Capita Oak and it had
passed all the transfer checks. Mr N confirmed he had spoken to Capita Oak and he
was due to receive full information on the scheme in the near future.

1http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130402174913/http://www.thepensionsregula

tor.gov.uk/pension-liberation-fraud.aspx
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27. On 26 February 2013, Imperial Trustee Services Ltd, as trustee for the Capita Oak
scheme, wrote to Mr N to acknowledge that his application had been processed.
28. On the same day, JLT called Mr N to query the position of Capita Oak. The call note
records that:
“The member stated that as far as he was concerned the transfer had gone
through and there is no further action from JLT unless he contacted us
further.”
29. Mr N subsequently raised a complaint about the transfer. It is unclear how that
progressed, but it was not resolved, and the matter was accepted by this Office for
investigation.

Adjudicator’s Opinion
30. Mr N’s complaint was considered by one of our Adjudicators who concluded that
further action was required by JLT, but none was required by the Trustee.
31. The Adjudicator’s findings are summarised briefly below:• The Adjudicator acknowledged that at the time JLT undertook the due diligence on
Capita Oak, the Regulator’s announcement had not been made and therefore was
during a period of lower industry standards.
• However, JLT’s internal processes were more stringent than the industry
standards of the time, and the transfer should be viewed in the context of those
processes when deciding whether its actions were correct.
• The Adjudicator considered that JLT’s process in relation to checking the
legitimacy of Capita Oak was not accurately followed. He highlighted that there
was no apparent way JLT could have made a check of the sponsoring employer at
Companies House, as the name of the sponsoring employer had not been
communicated to it in the transfer paperwork; and, as a Cypriot company, it would
not have been registered at Companies House anyway.
• In the absence of a record at Companies House, the Adjudicator took the view
that, when following the guidance on the Trustbusting checklist, it was necessary
for JLT to have contacted HMRC to obtain written confirmation that Capita Oak
was tax approved, and to then refer the matter to “Business Risk for final
decision.”
• JLT had highlighted that a HMRC screen print had been taken showing Capita
Oak’s status, but the Adjudicator concluded that despite that, the guidance still
required an extra step to be taken, by contacting HMRC in writing, and it had not
been.
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• The Adjudicator concluded this was maladministration and went on to consider
whether, but for that maladministration, would JLT have refused the transfer or
provided Mr N with further warnings which might have caused him to cancel it.
• The Adjudicator noted that there was likely to have been a delay caused by this
additional step, and said that in some instances HMRC might issue a letter stating
that it was unable to confirm the current status of the scheme enquired about.
Such a letter might have resulted in a different outcome. However, the
Adjudicator’s understanding was that concerns over Capita Oak did not arise until
sometime after March 2013, and so there was no reason to think that had HMRC
been contacted, JLT would have received any warning letter or reason for
concern. The outcome of the due diligence would have been no different.
• Mr N did request, within 48 of the transfer being completed, that it be cancelled.
The question was therefore whether, had JLT taken longer to process the transfer,
Mr N would have cancelled the transfer in time. Was it JLT’s fault that he was
given insufficient time to cancel his instruction? The Adjudicator concluded that
this was not sufficient in terms of causation and foreseeability to make JLT legally
liable for the losses Mr N had suffered. JLT was following Mr N’s instruction to
transfer and, in the absence of any grounds to refuse it, was required by legislation
to do so.
• The Adjudicator considered that JLT had provided Mr N with warnings about
website promotions and cold-calls, both features of his transfer, in excess of what
was typical industry practice at the time. It had also recommended he seek advice
from an IFA and Mr N had still gone ahead with the transfer despite being aware
that it apparently used a “legal loophole” to avoid IFAs.
• Mr N had spoken with JLT prior to the transfer, but the Adjudicator considered that
from Mr N’s description of the call, it had not acted in error when discussing the
transfer.
• Following the transfer, on 22 February 2013, Mr N had been given inconsistent
information giving rise to the expectation that the transfer could be cancelled.
However, by this point the transfer had completed and there was no way to
reverse it. Whilst this information was incorrect, it had not led to Mr N’s financial
loss.
• The Adjudicator could see no fault on the part of the Trustee.
• For JLT’s procedural failure, in failing to contact HMRC, and for the inconsistent
information, provided after the transfer had completed, the Adjudicator
recommended JLT pay Mr N £1,000.

32. Neither Mr N nor JLT accepted the Adjudicator’s Opinion and the complaint was
passed to me to consider. Both parties provided further comments which do not
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change the outcome. I agree with the Adjudicator’s Opinion and I will therefore only
respond to the key points for completeness.

Ombudsman’s decision
33. Mr N has repeated the content of a series of conversations he had with JLT over the
course of February 2013, highlighting that he asked for the transfer to be stopped as
he was concerned with the quality of Capita Oak’s communication. He says he was
told by JLT that Capita Oak was legitimate and he was reassured by this. He points to
the fact that the Adjudicator has shown that JLT failed to undertake the correct
checks before transferring, and he says this is negligence, not simply
maladministration.
34. I have reviewed the call notes between Mr N and JLT. There was a call prior to the
funds being transferred, however Mr N did not request the transfer be put on hold or
rescind the request at that point. The note shows that JLT informed him that
correspondence had been received and it would be progressing the transfer
approximately two weeks later. This was prior to the due diligence being carried out.
Mr N has not suggested that this call note misrepresents the conversation, and on the
basis of the note I see no reason for JLT to have halted the process.
35. Mr N did request, on 22 February 2013, that the transfer be put on hold. However, by
this time the transfer had already completed and could not be reversed by JLT. JLT
gave Mr N the false expectation that the transfer could be stopped, but otherwise any
reassurance it provided about Capita Oak was just relaying the fact that Capita Oak
had passed the due diligence checks.
36. Having reviewed JLT’s due diligence process, I agree with the Adjudicator that it
cannot have been followed in its entirety. In the absence of a Companies House
record for the employer, JLT should have to written to HMRC to enquire about Capita
Oak and this did not happen. Subsequently, the transfer should also have been
scrutinised by Business Risk.
37. However, despite this failure to follow its internal process, at the time HMRC had not
flagged any concerns regarding Capita Oak, and so there would have been no
reason for JLT to legitimately decline the transfer. The additional process may have
delayed the transfer, and this might, fortuitously, have given Mr N the opportunity to
cancel the transfer by extending the time Mr N had to think about his transfer.
38. However, as Mr N had the opportunity to cancel the transfer at any time between 9
January and 20 February 2013, the date the transfer was made, it was not
reasonably foreseeable by JLT that Mr N would try to do so on 22 February. Also,
had JLT taken the extra step of contacting HMRC, the positive confirmation, which
would most likely have been received at that time, is likely to have led Mr N to
continue rather than cancel the transfer.
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39. I do not find that Mr N has a claim for negligence because JLT did not cause the loss.
It was transferring to a scheme that, at the time, was properly registered and Mr N
had exercised his statutory right to transfer by signing the statutory discharge form.
40. Mr N argues that had he not been reassured by JLT that Capita Oak was genuine,
then he would have complained earlier. But there was no reason for JLT to have
suggested there were concerns with Capita Oak, and the same would have been true
if it had contacted HMRC.
41. I note that during a conversation with JLT on 26 February 2013, following the transfer,
Mr N confirmed that he was in contact with “the broker” and he did not expect further
action from JLT at that time. It was not until sometime later that Mr N raised a
complaint with JLT. This implies that in February 2013, or shortly thereafter, Mr N was
reassured by the broker, or Capita Oak, as to its legitimacy, otherwise he would have
complained at that time. Therefore, even if he had been given the opportunity to
place the transfer on hold or cancel it, ultimately the broker would more likely than not
have reassured Mr N of the security of the transfer and it would have gone ahead
despite his reservations.
42. I have great sympathy with the position in which Mr N finds himself. It may be that in
the long run some of the value of his pension is recovered, but that is uncertain. This
was a significant portion of Mr N’s pension provision and I have no doubt that this
matter is extremely distressing for him. However, JLT did recommend he seek
independent financial advice and warn him of the risks of pension cold calls. Mr N
was recommended the transfer by JP Sterling on the basis that it circumvented the
need for an independent financial adviser. In these circumstances, I cannot attribute
Mr N’s loss to JLT because of a procedural oversight which would not have flagged
any concerns over the transfer, particularly where that procedure already exceeded
the standards at the time.
43. JLT has disputed the level of distress and inconvenience award recommended by the
Adjudicator, arguing that these circumstances are different from those of the case the
Adjudicator had highlighted, PO-10365. In particular, JLT point to the fact that it
provided relevant warnings to Mr N; but, in PO-10365, the scheme provided no
warnings to the transferring member. I acknowledge the difference JLT has
highlighted, but the point remains that it did not properly follow its established process
when carrying out Mr N’s transfer. Whilst it cannot be held responsible for his loss, it
is very distressing for Mr N to know that steps were missed.
44. Additionally, JLT provided Mr N with the false understanding that the transfer could
be put on hold, when this was not possible. In a typical complaint involving an
administrative error, I would not normally award £1,000. However, there was more
than one administrative error and the risks were high. I would have expected JLT to
have exercised more care and accuracy in the way the transfer was carried out and
the information conveyed to the member.
45. Therefore, I uphold Mr N’s complaint against JLT in part.
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Directions
46. Within 21 days of the date of this Determination, JLT shall pay £1,000 to Mr N for the
very significant distress he has suffered.
Anthony Arter
Pensions Ombudsman
31 July 2018
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